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Case Study | Google Maps API Premier



Rightmove boosts user experience and drives innovation with Google Maps API Premier Business Rightmove (www.rightmove.co.uk) is the UK’s largest property portal with more users, more advertisers and more properties than any other UK property website. At a Glance What they wanted to do • Improve user experience through implementing mapping functionality What they did • Implemented Google Maps API Premier and developed Draw-a-Search, an innovative, market-leading site feature What they accomplished • Enhanced user experience on the site, drove increased number of registrations and strengthened relationships with core customers “We compared Google Maps against similar offerings and Google won hands down. Not only did we feel that the actual maps were far more current but because use of Google Maps is already so widespread across the web we felt that our users would be far more familiar with using it,” —Donal McBreen, Application Architect at Rightmove



According to online intelligence service Hitwise, Rightmove is the ninth most popular website in the UK, generating over 12 times more Pageviews than its nearest competitor. Its advertisers are property professionals such as estate agents, letting (rental) agents, new homes developers and overseas agents who offer properties abroad for UK-based home hunters. Challenge Rightmove’s business model depends on driving the UK’s home-moving public to its website and offering the best user experience possible in order to ensure that they explore the site more deeply and return to it again and again. In an increasingly competitive marketplace, the company was keen to incorporate better mapping functionality on its website to maintain its position as market leader. The company was also looking for innovative ways in which it could use mapping technology to further improve the user experience beyond basic mapping functionality. “To provide our users with the best experience, we are not only committed to providing the largest, most up-to-date range of properties on the market, but also to making the site as interactive and user-friendly as possible,” explains Donal McBreen, Application Architect at Rightmove. Solution In early 2010, having investigated a number of different offerings, Rightmove decided to implement Google Maps API Premier mapping technology. “We compared Google Maps against similar offerings and Google won hands down. Not only did we feel that the actual maps were far more current, but because use of Google Maps is already so widespread across the web, we felt that our users would be far more familiar with using it,” Donal McBreen notes. “We offer properties in a number of countries worldwide and another aspect of Google Maps that really stood out was that it is far more localised than other offerings. Road colours are illustrated differently in France than they are in the UK for example, and Google Maps takes in to account those kinds of localising factors, which makes a real difference to the user experience.” Having found the Google Maps API very easy to work with during implementation, Rightmove’s development team soon started investigating what else it could do with the technology to improve the site. Soon, the team came up with the prototype design for an innovative “market first” feature, Draw-a-Search. Draw-a-Search enables property seekers to draw their own boundaries when searching for a property, rather than using area definitions dictated by an estate agent or property website. For example, instead of being asked to either define a search area by postcode, area name or radius,



About Google Maps API Premier



By adding Google Maps to your website, your business can help shoppers find stores or generate new leads. Combining company data with Google Maps provides relevant information that will keep your customers coming back. Even on the busiest of websites, Google Maps provides fast, relevant results within a familiar, easy-to-use interface. For more information, visit www.google.co.uk/enterprise/maps “We operate in a very competitive industry and Google Maps API has given us the ability to really stand out from the crowd,” —Donal McBreen, Application Architect at Rightmove



Draw-a-Search works within a Google Map on the Rightmove site to let users draw their own specific areas (see figure above) and search for properties within those areas. Users can then save the areas they draw and edit these saved searches at a later date as desired. Benefits One million searches a week on Rightmove are now done using Draw-aSearch, with 200,000 new areas being drawn every week. Only a few weeks after Draw-a-Search was introduced, Rightmove saw its site registrations increase by 15 percent, and its popularity has continued ever since. In addition to this significant pick up amongst its users, Rightmove also received excellent feedback from its estate agent customers. “We believe Draw-a-Search is a truly innovative feature which puts us well ahead of our competition,” says McBreen. “The take up we have seen already shows how hugely popular it has been amongst our users, and it will soon be a major part of our next marketing and advertising push, which underlines how important it has become to the business. We operate in a very competitive industry and Google Maps API has given us the ability to really stand out from the crowd. Ultimately our main aim at Rightmove is to make the home-hunting experience as easy as possible, so these kinds of innovations can make a real difference to our users, and therefore our business.” With so many search areas having been drawn, Rightmove also now has access to a wealth of data that can be used in the future to help both develop its own services and also help its estate agent customers develop theirs. The ability to identify the most popular search areas, and how far beyond pre-defined boundaries house-hunters are willing to search, can help estate agents better understand what potential customers are seeking and improve their own marketing effectiveness as a result. “We’re really pleased we chose Google Maps. Not only do we have the great mapping technology and functionality we originally wanted but it has given us the ability to make a major improvement to our site in the form of Draw-a-Search. Because it is all hosted in Google’s cloud, we don’t have to spend any time or money worrying about maintaining the system, which means we are free to concentrate on developing the next innovations that will make a real difference to our business,” says McBreen. © 2011 Google Inc. All rights reserved. Google and the Google logo are trademarks of Google Inc. All other company and product names may be trademarks of the respective companies with which they are associated. SS322-1105
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We compared Google Maps against similar offerings and Google won hands down. Not only did we feel that the actual maps were far more current but because use of Google. Maps is already so widespread across the web we felt that our users would be far more familiar with using it,â€�. â€”Donal McBreen, Application ... 
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narrow results according to their interests. By showing bigger high-quality product images, exposing options rather than using drop-down menus and using prominent call-to-action buttons with contrasting colour improved the user experience on detail p
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CicekSepeti.com is an ecommerce retailer operating in Turkey. The company delivers flowers, jewellery, gourmet products, toys and other gifts to customers across the country, including same-day deliveries in most metropolitan areas. CicekSepeti.com w
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BeyondCorp, we've also improved other technology experiences for our users. One of the most .... The front end is an interactive Web service. It issues requests.
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Founded by Ingvar Kamprad in Sweden in. 1943, IKEA is based in Leiden, the Nether- lands. IKEA stores operate under franchise agreements in 43 countries, ...
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â€œWe're very pleased with the results and the simplicity in campaign set-up, which allowed us to cover Search, Display,. YouTube and the Play Store.â€� - Mark Beck. VP for Finance and User Acquisition. Product Madness drives installs and lowers cost
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categories,â€� explains Bobby Thompson, Plow & Hearth account manager. â€œThis most recent optimization has garnered a 12 percent increase in conversion rate.â€� â€œ These metrics ... For more information, visit www.plowhearth.com. About PM Digital. 
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the two companies are in touch with each other daily over the phone or via email, and hold official meetings once a month. This ensures that they communicate ...
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Optimizing for total profit instead of a target CPA. Billy Ferriolo, Senior Vice President of Consumer Acquisition at Autobytel doesn't believe all clicks are created ...
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Four months after launching the mobile-friendly site, mobile users constitute 4% of sales, up from 2.7%â€”a 48% increase.â€� â€”Michael Nadboy, vice president of ...Missing:
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Created to provide the largest inventory of genuine, brand name fragrances, skincare, candles, and aromatherapy at the lowest possible prices,. FragranceNet.com discovered that the number of mobile visitors to its website was growing exponentially mo
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